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Did you watch the eclipse?



Share back:

Un-mute or share in chat:
What is one bad digital
‘habit’ that you intend to
break?
What is one concrete step
you took to enhance your
data safety?



Further reading and updates: Data brokers



Further reading and updates:
Pink Slime Journalism

“NewsGuard, which rates the quality and
trustworthiness of news sites, has identified 1,197
pink slime sites operating in the US as of April 1—
about as many as the estimated 1,200 real news

sites operated by daily local newspapers.”

“Pink slime” local news outlets erupt all over US as election nears

https://arstechnica.com/tech-policy/2024/04/pink-slime-local-news-outlets-erupt-all-over-us-during-election-year/?utm_source=gsan&utm_campaign=gsan-apr9-2024a&utm_medium=email&emci=d82fab40-e9f5-ee11-aaf0-7c1e52017038&emdi=fa36ab73-79f6-ee11-aaf0-7c1e52017038&ceid=7507690


Today’s Learning
Goals

Understand the basics of AI terminology

Recognize the role AI plays in everyday life

Discuss ethical considerations of AI with emphasis

on generative AI



Agenda

AI definitions
AI in everyday life
Tips for spotting AI generated content
Ethical issues
Discussion and Q&A

Et



How is AI
part of your
life?

A plush toy robot sitting against a yellow
wall. 



Exploring AI and Its Implications for Community Engagement

https://researchguides.library.vanderbilt.edu/exploringAI/


What is artificial intelligence?

“The science and engineering of making
machines intelligent.”

John McCarthy, 1956



Machine Learning

The capability of a machine to imitate
intelligent human behavior.

https://mitsloan.mit.edu/ideas-made-to-matter/machine-learning-explained

https://mitsloan.mit.edu/ideas-made-to-matter/machine-learning-explained




Large Language Model

AI systems capable of understanding and
generating human language by processing
vast amounts of text data.

https://www.ibm.com/topics/large-language-models

https://www.ibm.com/topics/large-language-models


Generative
AI
Generate new data
based off training
data.

~Claude 3

Types of
generative
AI

Text generation
Image generation
Audio generation
Video generation





Hallucination
Happens when AI models make up
information in an attempt to create a
coherent response. 



Prompt Engineering







AI in Everyday Life



AI and healthcare

An illustration of a doctor using AI to diagnose a rare
disease.

Diagnosis and treatment
Patient
engagement/adherence
Administrative activities



AI and education

Adaptive learning:
Tailoring learning to
specific student needs

A Shiba Inu dog wearing a beret and
black turtleneck



AI and the workplace

Analyzing answers to
written and recorded
interview questions
Algorithms filtering job
candidates
Surveilling workers

https://www.politico.com/news/2024/02/04/how-ai-is-quietly-changing-everyday-life-00138341

An abstract visual of artificial
intelligence



AI and banking

Preventing cyber attacks
Protecting your credit accounts
Investing your money
Using biometrics to secure
accounts

An Andy Warhol style painting
of a french bulldog wearing

sunglasses



AI and the news
media

A computer from the 90s in the style of vapor wave. 

Headline writing
Managing paywalls
Assignment editor





For example, the Tech Gate article says:

“Consider of it (sic) like a meals prep
package. A lot of the function is
completed, however you even now must
roll up your sleeves and perform a little
little (sic) bit of labor.”

Compare that to McBride’s piece:

“Think of it like a meal prep kit. Most of the
work is done, but you still have to roll up
your sleeves and do a bit of labor.”

https://www.poynter.org/ethics-trust/2024/a-pink-slime-site-used-ai-to-rewrite-our-ai-ethics-article/?utm_source=gsan&utm_campaign=gsan-apr9-2024a&utm_medium=email&emci=d82fab40-e9f5-ee11-aaf0-7c1e52017038&emdi=fa36ab73-79f6-ee11-aaf0-7c1e52017038&ceid=7507690




Tips for spotting AI generated images

Check image details:
hands, limbs, eyes,
background

Use reverse image search to
see where image originated



Tips for spotting AI generated video

Prompt: A movie trailer featuring the adventures of the 30 year old space man
wearing a red wool knitted motorcycle helmet, blue sky, salt desert, cinematic

style, shot on 35mm film, vivid colors.





Tips for spotting AI generated audio

Pay attention to word choice,
intonation, unnatural pauses.



Tips for spotting AI generated text

AI Generated Garbage is Polluting Our Culture

https://www.nytimes.com/2024/03/29/opinion/ai-internet-x-youtube.html?ugrp=u&unlocked_article_code=1.j00.8jyg.6aFwLXZaLlBH&smid=url-share


AI Bias & 
Representational

Harms



Environmental Impact

Amid explosive demand, America is running out of power

https://wapo.st/4axxIVy


Are you an
AI optimist
or
pessimist?

A plush toy robot sitting against a yellow
wall. 



OPTIONAL
Homework

Find a friend, child, grandchild, niece, nephew to discuss
AI with. Consider the following:

Do they use actively use AI? If not, what do they know
about it?
How do they feel about AI in everyday life?



Questions?
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References and Resources

Amid explosive demand, America is running out of power (Washington Post)

AI-generated garbage is polluting the internet

How should I be using AI right now? (Ezra Klein Show)

Will AI break the internet or save it? (Ezra Klein Show)

What if Dario Amodei is right about AI?
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Resources Shared in Class

‘Pink slime’ sites masquerade as real news. There are 65 in Pennsylvania alone.

To make sure grandmas like his don't get conned, he scams the scammers

Grammarly (AI writing assistant)

https://www.inquirer.com/politics/pink-slime-news-sites-pennsylvania-west-montogomery-times-20240405.html
https://www.npr.org/2024/04/15/1243189142/scam-baiter-kitboga
https://www.grammarly.com/

